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Abstract
Micro-nano robot is a swimming robot with the scale of 1nm to 100 mm or the manipulation robot resolution about 1 nm to 100 nm. Resent years in China, the nano manipulation robotics has been developed with optical microscope (OM), atomic force microscope (AFM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) for clone, cell manipulation and IC development and measurements. For swimming robots with various driving method has been developed, the chemical self actuating, infrared driving and magnetic driving. The nano robotics is the technology with sensing, driving/actuation and control. The nano manipulation robot with the nano image processing, feed forward-feedback mix control has been developed. The single mechanical, chemical and electrical measurement has been achieved. The carbon nanotube, graphene has been assembled and fabricated, tested by the nano manipulation robotics. Micro-nano robotics is key technology for Made in China 2015 and will develop and apply rapidly in China.
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